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A Contrastive Analysis of the Reference Chain in Chinese Commentaries Translated from English

ABSTRACT

This paper which is a contrastive study focuses on the reference chain used in a selection of commentaries in English and their translations in Chinese. The texts in English were authored by Karim Raslan, a Malaysian political commentator and the translations were undertaken by two editors from The Sin Chew Daily, a local Chinese newspaper. Unlike the English language which tends to rely heavily on pronominal references in tracing participants, the Chinese language operates on a totally different system. For example, it is a well known fact that in the Chinese language, a zero anaphora is preferred if it can be inferred from the grounds of logic or context. By analyzing the use of pronouns in both the source and target texts, this paper aims to provide insights into: (i) the use of pronominal references in the Chinese translated texts compared to those used in the original English texts, (ii) the adjustments made in the use of pronouns especially the use of third person pronouns in the target texts, and (iii) the shifts of cohesion and coherence in the target texts as a result of the adjustments made in the use of pronouns. The analysis has revealed the following: (i) that the use of pronouns in the target texts are neither target-language nor source-language norms-oriented; it forms a pattern of its own which confirms what Blum-Kulka (1986) has suggested as ‘a process of explicitation’ in the course of translation and, (ii) that the misunderstanding and misinterpretation of pronouns could significantly undermine text coherence and affect the inference that can be drawn by the target text readers as compared to the source text readers.
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